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Methodlogies to Detect Defects in Thin Layered Material
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Abstract: The Cost Effective and reliable detection of defects in thin layered material can be obtained by NDE
methods. Potential defects are identified and classified by its types at which they could occur and their effects
are listed. Criticality of defect types are assessed  by  an  experimental  fracture  mechanics  based approach.
The range of NDE techniques identified based on pertinent characteristics required for inspection and classified
based on applicability. This report addresses four specific aspects of defect identification: (1) Identification of
the types of defects in composites and aluminium material. (2) Determination of the potential effect of selected
defects on the performance and integrity of the system.(3) Identification of state-of-the-art quality assurance
and non-destructive evaluation (NDE) technologies that can be used for detecting defects.(4) Preliminary
investigation of selected technologies that have a high likelihood of being successfully used for purposes of
quality assurance.
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INTRODUCTION commercial puriety aluminium with aluminium content of

Composite Material: Thin layered laminates are used in a ofmore interest to the electrical industry [4]. It is available
wide range  of   industrial   applications.   It  use  in  safety as free unsupported or unlaminated or laminated to paper
relevant areas requires techniques of non destructive or film. It is available in plain, coloured, coated, lubricated
testing  for  condition  monitoring  of   the  material [1]. and embossed forms. From the rolling mill, aluminum foils
The composite materials continue to be used in a large emerge with a natural shiny finish, almost as bright as a
number  of  applications  ranging  from  aerospace mirror; they also can be produced with an as-rolled, satin-
systems to automotive, industrial and consumer products. like finish called matte.
The high strength-to-weight ratio, good stiffness
properties, inherent corrosion resistance, low Rationale of Investigation: NDT systems shall  provide
electromagnetic reflectance and the ability to embed the capability of detecting a wide range of material
sensors and actuators have made fiber reinforced discontinuities without negatively affecting the
composites an attractive alternative material for primary rehabilitated structure in performance, serviceability or
aircraft structures. In many other cases fiber reinforced appearance Inspection must be performable in real-time
polymer composite materials are being developed and and over reasonably large areas (full-field) without
used  to replace metal components, particularly those sacrificing the ability of localized inspections (near-field).
used in corrosive environments. Matrices used in polymer Former requirement may necessitate utilization of more
composites are typically epoxy or polyester resins [2]. than a single NDT system, as most full-field techniques

Aluminium Foil Material: Aluminium foil is a continuous must  be  portable,  easy to handle and operable in a
web/sheet of aluminium metal rolled to thickness/ gauges variety of positions/arrangements to allow for inspection
ranging from 0.005mm to 0.2mm [3]. It is produced from of  overhead   and   tight  regions  -Data acquired from an

not less than 98%purer metal with 99.8% content is

lack sensitivity to localized defects [5]. All equipment
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NDT-system shall be representative of the actual defect were known. This formed the basis for a new design
parameters (type, size, shape, location) at all times with philosophy called "damage tolerant designs."
little or no susceptibility to changes in environmental Components having known defects could continue to be
conditions, unless they are well understood and can be used as long as it could be established that those defects
accounted for in subsequent data interpretation [6]. would not grow to a critical size that would result in

Overview of NDT Techniques: Technological presented to the nondestructive testing community [11].
improvement has led to an overall increase in sensitivity
of most methods. The majority of current NDT techniques Literature Research: Kaiser, H. and V.M. Karbhari In
can be assigned to one of the following categories, fundamental theory, common means of instrumentation,
including: recent application to composites, as well as capabilities

Visual Testing Optical Testing been addressed. Subsequently, methods were classified
Penetrant Testing according to a predefined ranking scheme. Herein, detect
Magnetic Particle Testing ability was given paramount importance.
Ultrasonic Testing Maslov, K. and T. Kundu (1997) “Selection of Lamb
Radiographic Testing Modes for Detecting Internal Defects in Composite
Thermography Testing Laminates. Ultrasonic” The results of NDE and material

Objective of the Projects: During production, the material ultrasound into plate and surface waves in solids are
goes  through   different    processes   such     as  painting, reported. Single- and both-sided configurations of
coating, creasing, laminating, perforation etc. To become efficient slanted wave conversion are developed and
complete, the material also needs to be formed, folded, tested for various materials. 
filled, etc. Before reaching to the consumer,  the  packages George A. Matzkanin (2007) “Techniques for the
have to tolerate loading during transport and distribution NDT Evaluation of polymer matrix composite” The major
[7]. The result is often small defects in form of cracks, NDE methods currently in use for inspecting PMCs are
lamination, or local weakness. If these defects are ultrasonics, thermography and shearography. X-ray
enhanced or grow into certain size, the function of the radiography   also  is  used  in  specific  applications
layers become insufficient which may bring the food where  contrast  between   components   is  sufficient
product in contact with external environment, (e.g., honeycomb structures) and acoustic emission is
disqualifying the product as human food [8]. At an earlier used when loading to induce defect growth isan option.
stage, it is therefore necessary to investigate such defect
detection in laboratory samples. Type of Defects

Damage detection can increase safety, extend Types of Damages in Composite Material: Defects and
serviceability and extend the operating limits of structures damages in laminated composites reduce the strength,
or materials. In the case of composite Structures, typical stiffness and also the safe working life in composite
damage may include surface cracks, interfacial cracks, structures. Defects may be during manufacturing, in
lamination, propagating fatigue cracks, distributed fatigue service or in design due to discontinuities during
and others. manufacturing, in service or in design due to

Scope of the Project: The continued improvement of The defects commonly introduced to composite materials
inspection technology, in particular the ability to detect during Manufacturing, processing and service operation.
smaller and smaller flaws, led to more and more parts Inclusions are the most common bulk defect arises from
being rejected [9]. At this time the discipline of fracture foreign particles being included in the prime material.
mechanics emerged, which enabled one to predict whether Voids occur during the heat cycle, the volatiles (including
a crack of a given size would fail under a particular load if water vapour) in the matrix become gaseous and either
a particular material property or fracture toughness, were remains as a fine dispersion of bubbles to form porosity
known. Other laws were developed to predict the rate of or join together to form larger voids. Cracks are the one of
growth of cracks under cyclic loading (fatigue). With the the common form of damage occurred in materials due to
advent of these tools, it became possible to accept transverse loading in the cross ply-laminates and is often
structures containing defects if the sizes of those defects a precursor to overall failure.

catastrophic failure [10]. A new challenge was thus

and limitations of each individual NDE technique have

characterization with mode conversion of air-coupled

Discontinuities  such   as   cut   outs    and   ply drops.
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Fig. 3.1: Typical defects in bonded joints

De-lamination is a form of failure which occurs on
plane  between   Adjacent   layers   within   a  laminate.
The plane between two laminar is often a weak layer due
to air entrapment during stacking and to excess resin.

Techniques for Evaluating Identifying Defects Fig. 3.3.1: Typical Roll Marks in Heavy and Thin Gauge
Porosity: Porosity, in the form of distributed voids, is a Foil
perennial problem in composite manufacturing, especially
for laminated structures, such as carbon-fiber-reinforced
polymer composites. The term porosity, as applied to
composite laminates, generally refers to the voids caused
by the trapped air or the volatile gas that is released
during the cure process. The larger voids within a ply are
usually small and spherical. The size and shape and
distribution of the voids depend on the structure of the Fig. 3.3.2: Critical Mark with Pit, Next Pass Generates a 
composite.

Fiber/Matrix Distribution: The distribution of fibers and damage in PMCs is an important issue for designers and
matrix (matrix distribution) is critical to the performance of maintainers of components or systems that utilize these
a composite structure. Knowledge of the size and location materials. It is not uncommon for composite structures to
of matrix-rich pockets and of matrix-starved regions have substantial subsurface damage from foreign object
provides important information that can be used in finite impact without exhibiting any visible surface damage.
element codes to calculate performance influences.
Ultrasonic pulse-echo C-scan imaging has been used to Types of Defects in Aluminium Foil: Roll marks are
evaluate a graphite-epoxy composite sample. The fiber periodical surface defects on the strip. A slightly damaged
and matrix components react differently to ultrasonic work roll imprints repetitively roll marks into the surface
energy. While the fibers reflect the energy, the matrix continuously downstream the foil.
tends to absorb some of the energy. It is now possible to detect roll marks and roll holes

Delaminations: Fiber reinforced PMCs are widely used as
the critical structural components for applications in many Street of Marks or Holes: Defect on Work Roll Generates
different industries. In most of these Continuous “Street” of Marks or Holes A work roll
applications,delamination between the fiber plies isone of damage occurs mainly when hard grains (e.g. oxide
the most serious types of flaws that can particles, metal, grit) infiltrate the rolling gap. The risk to
occur.Delamination can occur when contaminated prepreg affect the roll surface tends to be highest after a strip
is used during layup. It can also occur during use as a break or right after starting a new coil.
result of impact damage, Fatigue or erosion. Delamination
can affect the structural integrity of the composite by Pierced Mark: Especially in foil rolling these small,
reducing the compressive strength and the mechanical punctual  roll  marks  are  highly  critical because in the
stiffness. pre-finish   or   finish  passes  they  finally cause pin holes

Fig. 3.3: 1Defect on Work Roll Generates Continuous
“Street” of Marks or Holes

Impact Damage: Nondestructive evaluation of impact

at highest production speed during foil rolling, on the fly.
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(pierced marks). Thus, an entire coil of several tons of thin
gauge foil might be rejected after hours of rolling if it´s
spoiled by a continuous pin hole “street” along the foil.
Pin holes above a certain size are unacceptable flaws in
foils used as barrier in dairy, pharmaceutical or other
packaging products.

NDT Methods to be Analyses Fig. 4.1.1: Direct and Remote visual inspection
Visual and Optical Testing: Visual inspection (VT) is the techniques
most common and simplest non-destructive testing
method. The test involves a close visual inspection of
components surface, the surface may be illuminated or the
inspector may use a magnifying glass, mirror or other
optical aid in order to gain accurate results. Visual
inspection method can be classified into two types as
shown in Figure 4.1.1

Direct Visual Testing: This form of visual testing is Fig. 4.2: Liquid penetrant inspections
defined as a method where mirrors, telescopes or cameras
are utilized. Direct examination is conducted if the Radioscopy Testing: In general radiography involves the
observer can access to be within 25 inch of the object and use of penetrating gamma or X-radiation to examine parts
at an angle of no less than 30 to the surface. and products for imperfections. The radiographic testing

Penetrant Testing: Liquid penetrant testing is a non- electromagnetic   waves   that   we  see  as  visible  light.
destructive method used to detect surface breaking A receiving end records the image in the form of
defects in any nonporous material. The surface of the part radiographs to detect the features and internal structure
under evaluation is coated with a penetrant in which a of the specimen that exhibit a difference in thickness or
visible or fluorescent dye is dissolved. The penetrant is physical density as compared to the surrounding material.
pulled into surface defects by capillary action. This image is a result of difference in attenuation rates, or

After some time insuring that the dye has penetrated absorption, for various types of matter. Radiographic
into the narrowest cracks, the excess penetrant is cleaned attenuation might be affected by dissimilarities in material
from the surface of the sample. A white powder, called properties, which causes some difficulties in the
developer,  is  then  sprayed  or  dusted  over the part. interpretation of radiographs. The other applications of
The developer lifts the penetrant out of the defect and the radiography in non-destructive testing are radioscopy
dye stains the developer. Then by visual inspection under (real time radiography), computerized tomography (CT),
white or ultraviolet light, the visible or fluorescent dye micro focus radiography and flash radiography.
indications are located, thereby defining the defect. Radioscopy produces the image of the specimen on

Magnetic Particle Inspection: Magnetic particle lag occurs between the specimen being exposed to
inspection is a non-destructive testing method used for radiation and the resulting image. In this technique the
defect detection.MPI is a fast and relatively easy to apply image is produced on the screen when the radiation
and part surface preparation is not critical. passing through the specimen interacts with the

MPI uses magnetic fields and small magnetic fluorescent screen. In this technique the resolution of the
particles, such as iron fillings to detect flaws in images are not as good as those for images produced on
components as shown in Figure 4.3 The only requirement film.
from inspect ability point of view is that the component to
be inspected should be ferromagnetic material such as Ultrasonic Testing: Standard ultrasonic’s in the range of
iron, nickel, cobalt or some of their alloys. Ferromagnetic 0.2-30 MHz use bulk stress waves Constituting
materials are materials that can be magnetized to a level substantial area of NDT. These waves may be excited in
that will allow the inspection to be effective. MPI is the majority of material used in industrial applications and
particularly sensitive to surface breaking or near surface system using stress waves are flexible, versatile, cheap
cracks even if the crack opening is narrow. and safe. The resulting data may be interpreted in the time

is higher energy (shorter wavelength) version of the

the screen rather than on the film, so that very little time
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Fig. 4.3: Magnetic particle inspections Further NDT testing to be conducted the aluminium

Fig. 4.6: a Pulse echo mode

Fig. 4.7: Composite and Steel Sample Thermography Corporation: New York. pp: 17-25. Measurement of

or frequency domain and can be stored and processed to sealing of food and medicinal packaging Sven
operate sorting gates or to give alarms. These methods in MÜLLER, arsenco ag, Altdorf, Switzerland.
which ultrasonic pulses are propagated through the area 2. George A. Matzkanin, 2007. Techniques for the NDT
of interest are used for more extensively in industry. Evaluation of polymer matrix composite.
When ultrasonic pulses interact with defect, The pulse 3. Henning Kaiser and Vistasp M. Karbhari, 2002.
echo mode, see Figure 4.6.a requires access to only one Quality   and    monitoring   of  structural
side of the test piece and a single transducer acts as rehabilitation  measures,  Review   and  Assessment
transmitter and receiver. In pitch-catch mode see Figure of  Non-destructive   testing    (NDT)  Techniques,
3.5.b two transducers, one acting as transmitter and one pp: 14-15.
acting as receiver are located in the same side of the test 4. Joseph L. Rose, 2004. A Baseline and Vision of
piece. Ultrasonic Guided Wave Inspection Potential.

Thermography Testing: In a general sense, thermography Monitoring of Structural Rehabilitation Measures –
entails measurement and graphing of isothermal contours Part 1: Description of Potential Defects.
on the surface of an object [38], in that it displays the 6. Maslov, K. and T. Kundu, 1997. Selection of Lamb
effects of temperature differences in materials caused by Modes for Detecting Internal Defects in Composite
presence of internal discontinuities. In theory, all heat Laminates. Ultrasonics, 35: 141-150.
transfer within a material as well as transfer from one 7. Solodov, I. and G. Busse, 2007. New approaches to
material to another is related to conversion of heat energy. non-destructive evaluation of materials using air-
Herein, different methods of thermography are used, coupled ultrasound.

which  can  be  classified  as  either  passive  or  active.
The passive form of thermography monitors anomalies in
temperature profiles of a part under normal environmental
or operating conditions. Examples of passive inspection
are thermographs of a roof structure or operating
machinery, since both components store internal energy
and are thus capable of radiating thermal signals without
the need for external excitation.

CONCLUSION

foil material & Composite materails. In the second phase
experiments shall be conducted and the Non conventional
NDT methods to be conducted samples will be analyzed
for Defects aluminium foil & Composite Materials.
Samples should be prepared for Experiment. To be
analysis by using the NDT techniques To define the
defect matrix of Composite & Aluminium Foil. To
determine the which is the method is most effective.
Finally, collection of data and analysis will be done using
NDT Methods [12-15].
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